This is your typical vehicle tab
page with information listed.
Drop down to change
the number of entries
shown on the page

When you click on an
individual id number the
dialog box to edit data will
pop up in a new window

Each of the columns contain specific
information about the individual
vehicle and participant in each row

Directional arrows to move
between the pages

Search Box for
searching the
data in this sheet

The space field is typically used for the
parking space number or number used
to identify the individual car and / or
judging sheet associated with the car

A typical modify vehicle box
where specific information
about the car can be edited
or completely change the
vehicle information if the
participant changes vehicles
Status drop down menu for the
vehicle this is mostly used by
MCA National and another part
of motosho

The custom fields are
related to the motosho
mobile app and MCA
National however may
have possible use by the
host club for mobile
checkin and classification

Clicking on the print label text will generate a label for use on
the judging sheet. This particular label print function
currently works only with a specific type of printer know as a
Zebra printer. However by encouraging pre-registration and
then downloading the vehicle report from the reports tab, a
hosting club can create labels using the mail merge function
of MS Excel and MS word in order to print a similar type of
label.
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Example Label for use in several ways

Each column with the double
arrow can be sorted to aid in
research and data manipulation

The following are examples of some of the columns sorted. The data contained in
this tab can be down loaded to an Excel spreadsheet file for manipulation.
The class code column sorted
by class in alphabetical order

The model year column
sorted by year

The car make column sorted
by make

